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Introduction
Paul has over 25 years experience in the contaminated land,
remediation and environmental due diligence sectors.
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WSP UK is one of the world’s leading environmental and
engineering professional services consulting firms.
We provide services to transform the built environment and
restore the natural environment, and our expertise ranges from
environmental clean up to urban planning, from engineering
iconic buildings to designing sustainable transport networks,
and from developing the energy sources of the future to
developing the very best sustainability strategies.
We have approximately 48,000 employees in our teams,
including engineers, scientists, environmental planners,
management consultants and a full suite of environmental
experts. We are based in more than 500 offices across 39
countries worldwide.
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What is Contaminated Land?
EPA Definition:
“Any land which in the opinion of the Local Authority to be in such a
condition by reason of substances in on or under the land that:
►
A) SIGNIFICANT HARM is being caused or there is
SIGNIFICANT POSSIBILITY of such harm being caused’
►
B) POLLUTION OF CONTROLLED WATERS is being, or is likely
to be, caused”
Section 78A(2) Part 2A of the Environmental Protection Act 1990
NPPF requirement:
109. The planning system should contribute to and enhance the natural
and local environment by:
►
remediating and mitigating despoiled, degraded, derelict,
contaminated and unstable land, where appropriate.
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Contamination is a legacy of our industrial past

1908
Historical
Map
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Why assess Contamination?
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

►

Property transactions – Investment decisions
Planning requirements (redevelopment)
Regulatory – Local Authorities (Part 2A)
Asset management
Permitting
Emergency action (e.g. spills)
Human health/environmental impact
Construction programme
Construction costs
Responsibility for risk
Health and safety
GROUND INVESTIGATION

Legislative Framework – Hierarchy for Clean Up
Pollution incidents /
contamination post
2009

Environmental Damage
Regulations

Operational
industrial facilities

Environmental
Permitting Regulations

New developments

Planning

Historical
contamination /
continued use

Part 2A 1990
EPA

No deterioration and
compensation

No Deterioration

Suitable for
Proposed Use –
Minimal Risk

Suitable for
Current Use –
Significant Risk
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Example Part 2A Sites

State Part IIA Intervention

Source :
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachmen
t_data/file/513158/State_of_contaminated_land_report.pdf
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National Planning Policy Framework

Housing and Planning Act and The Brownfield Registers
Housing Minister said:
“The Housing Bill will allow us go even further by kick-starting a national crusade to get
1 million homes built by 2020. It truly is an historic moment that will help deliver the
homes hard-working people rightly deserve, transforming generation rent into
generation buy.”
—
—
—
—
—

Sections 150 and 151 – Brownfield Registers
Brownfield sites suitable for housing
Must demonstrate deliverability
Guidance on the assessment of potential sites.
Permission in Principle (PiP) for housing
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Assessment: CLR 11 - Key Principle is Pollutant Linkages
For land to be contaminated, a pollutant linkage needs to be established:
►

►

►

A Contaminant - “is a substance which is in, on or under the land and
which has the potential to cause harm or to cause pollution of
controlled waters”
A Pathway “one or more routes or means by, or through, which a
receptor: (a) is being exposed to, or affected by, a contaminant, or (b)
could be exposed or affected”; and
The Receptor “is either (a) a living organism, a group of organisms, an
ecological system or a piece of property which (i) is in a category listed
in Table A as a type of receptor, and (ii) is being, or could be, harmed,
by a contaminant; or (b) controlled waters which are being, or could
be, polluted by a contaminant; or (c) and person who is, or could be,
subject to lasting exposure so far as attributable to radioactivity.”

Key Principle of Assessment – Pollutant Linkages

Source

Pathway

Receptor
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The Conceptual Site Model

Pollutant Linkages: Source - Pathway - Receptor

Contaminated Land Investigation:
A phased approach
BS 10175 - Three phases:
►

Phase 1 - Preliminary Risk Assessment
(‘a desk study’).
►

Phase 2 - Site Investigations and Updated
Risk Assessment.
►

Phase 3 - Remediation - Design,
Execution and Validation
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Preliminary Risk Assessment
(Desk Top Survey)
►
►
►

►
►
►

►

►
►
►

Site walkover;
Historical maps;
Environmental Setting (geology, hydrogeology,
hydrology);
Sensitivity of the site location;
Regulatory Enquiries;
Statutory and non-statutory records and databases;
Significance of potential environmental risks – initial
conceptual site model;
Qualitative Environmental Risk
Non-technical executive summary.
Conclusions and recommendations – the next steps.

Site Investigation
Site Investigation is intrusive!

Trial Pitting

Window Sampler Rig

Cable
Percussive
Drill Rig

Borehole Log
Rotary Drill Rig
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Remediation

Shallow dewatering

Windrows:
Aerating - bioremediation

Do you need to remediate?
►
Does level of risk justify remediation?
►
A more detailed level of Risk Assessment?
►
Detailed Quantitative Risk Assessment
(DQRA).
‘Hydrocarbon Skimming’

Case Study: Site Inspection to identify potential to cause pollution
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Case Study – desk study
Stream

Case Study – site walkover
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Case Study – investigation design

Receptor
Pathway?

Source

Case Study – intrusive investigation
Hydrocarbons present
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Remediation cost modelling
Stream
►
►
►
►

►
►
►

Existing data review
Identify key ground risks before purchase
Devise high level remediation strategy
Provide cost estimates (lower, upper, and
reasonable most likely)
Quick (3 days) and cost effective
Allows rapid, informed decisions to be made
Excellent recent client feedback!

Example Remediation costs
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So what makes a complex site and
what can you do to make it work?

Technical Input to Masterplan Development
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Technical
Constraints

Former Chemical Manufacturing Site
—
—
—

Former chlorine manufacturing site.
Potential for mixed use development
Significant decommissioning, flood risk, geotechnical and
contamination legacy issues.

—

Initial master plan
— significant abnormal costs
— ground remediation
— long programme
— ecological mitigation requirements
— ground improvement issues

—

Layout reassessed
— based on constraints plan
— remediation costs reduced by 80%
— ground improvement, ecological and flood mitigation works
removed
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Reassessing the Development Layout

Asbestos in Soil
►

►
►

Asbestos is different from other contaminants
►
Not confined to industrial sites
►
Occurs both as free fibre and discrete fragments – sampling
uncertainty
►
Potential for exposure increases with time as matrix of ACM
degrades
No Soil Guideline Value
There is a waste classification value
►
>0.1% = hazardous waste;

The issue is that because asbestos was used so
much in past buildings and infrastructure – it has
made its way into the ground.
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Asbestos was used in all these…

…and is now in soils
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Japanese Knotweed
Treatment options:
— Cut and remove and repeat = many years
— Herbicide (glyphosate) = right time of year, and repeat
Variety of
— Dig up and dispose of = extensive area to be excavated – Hazardous waste
contaminants
(expensive)
Materials Management
encountered

Unexploded
Ordnance
(UXO)

Old Holbeck
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Summary
►

Land contamination is a key issue for ownership and development;

►

There is a staged approach to assessment – do sufficient work to inform risks;

►

Contamination can have significant impacts on both cost and programme;

►

Ownership of contaminated land liability should be carefully considered during transactions;

►

Various means to manage liability – depends on scenario and stakeholder priorities;

►

Can represent a genuine opportunity – what may scare others doesn’t have to scare you.

►

The presence of asbestos in soil can change the viability of a site for redevelopment – risk management is
imperative to minimise costs, programme disruption and to protect workers.

►

Early team/stakeholder involvement

►

Complex sites can be planned and mitigated.

Dr Paul Dowson
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Thank you for
listening.
Any Questions?
Controlled UXO detonation Northstowe, Cambs.
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